We construct vertex representations of quantum affine algebras of ADE type, which were first introduced in greater generality by Drinfeld and Jimbo. The limiting special case of our construction is the untwisted vertex representation of affine Lie algebras of Frenkel-Kac and Segal. Our representation is given by means of a new type of vertex operator corresponding to the simple roots and satisfying the defining relations. In the case of the quantum affine algebra of type A, we introduce vertex operators corresponding to all the roots and determine their commutation relations. This provides an analogue of a Chevalley basis of the affine Lie algebra 2t(n) in the basic representation.
Section 1. Introduction
The quantum Yang-Baxter equation arises in a number of problems of quantum field theory and statistical mechanics. Different aspects of this equation, related problems, and a mathematical foundation can be found in a recent review (1) , which also contains references to the early physics literature. Additional interest in the quantum Yang-Baxter equation has been stirred by the independent discovery of Drinfeld (2) and of Jimbo (3) of a fundamental algebraic structure underlying its solutions (see also ref. 4 and references therein). Drinfeld and Jimbo defined a quantum or quantized Kac-Moody algebra which may be thought of as a q-analogue or q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of a Kac-Moody algebra, introduced in refs. 5-7. They also showed that these algebras are Hopf algebras and thus allow the tensor product structure on their representations. Dominant highest weight representations for Kac-Moody algebras were first constructed by Kac (8) , who also generalized Weyl's character formula. Lusztig (9) has shown that these representations can be deformed consistently with a q-deformation of Kac-Moody algebras into the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebras.
In the first works on Kac-Moody algebras (5, 6), it was realized that the algebras associated with extended Cartan matrices admit a simple realization as simple Lie algebras over Laurent polynomials often called (centerless) affine Lie algebras or loop algebras. In ref. 10 Drinfeld found a new realization of the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebras associated with extended Cartan matrices, which we will call quantum affine algebras. A realization of the untwisted basic representations of affine Lie algebras by means of vertex operators in Fock spaces was reported in refs. 11 and 12, following the first twisted construction of ref. 13 . The present work is a generalization of the untwisted realization to the case of quantum affine algebras.
In Section 2 we recall the definition of the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebras corresponding to the extended Cartan matrices of types Al, DI and El. Then we give Drinfeld's realization of these algebras. In Section 3 we describe the vertex representation of the quantum affine algebras of ADE types. First we construct a Fock space which, in agreement with Lusztig's general result, has the same graded dimension as its affine Lie algebra analogue. Then we introduce a type of vertex operator that corresponds to the simple roots and we show that these operators satisfy the correct relations of Drinfeld's realization. It is instructive to note that Drinfeld's realization uses the generators corresponding to the affinization of the simple roots of finite type, while the realization of affine Lie algebras provides generators corresponding to all the affine roots, which appropriately normalized provide a Chevalley basis. In Section 4 we construct a Chevalley basis for the quantum affine algebra of type Al in the basic representations by means of a further generalization of vertex operators.
One cannot avoid a remarkable parallel between the development of the theories of affine Lie algebras and quantum affine algebras, thus implementing another direction in close relation to but beyond the affine Lie algebras (14) . Exploring further this parallel we recall that the vertex representation of affine Lie algebras leads to the simplest example of vertex operator algebras (15, 16) and, consequently, of conformal field theories (17) . The generalization of these theories to the quantum case is an extensive program which can lead to important discoveries and relations. In particular, the quantum analogue of the vertex operator algebra and conformal field theory associated to the discrete series representations of the Virasaro algebra (18, 19) could shed more light on the relation of these representations to two-dimensional statistical models and the quantum Yang-Baxter equation.
Section 2. Quantum Affine Algebras
We recall the definition of quantum affine algebras in terms of generators and relations (2, 3) . In The quantum affine algebra U(4)q corresponding to r is an analogue of the universal enveloping algebra of A. It is an associative algebra with unit 1 and generators [2.1] sxi, xi, ki,
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g03p(z). We set gij(z) = gaaj(z), i,j = 1, . . ., 1. We also define a formal power series
where i, j = 0, 1, . . ., 1 and q is a nonzero complex number, q # ±1. We will also use its logarithm t/2: q= e . [2.7] In the case when F is of type Al, the defining relations 2.6
are replaced by a fourth-order relation for Aij = -2 (see refs.
2 and 3 for the explicit formula). DRINFELD'S THEOREM: The quantum affine algebra U(0)q is isomorphic to the associative algebra with unit 1 and the generators {X+ n y1/2,-1/21i = 1 1; k E Z, m E -Z+, n E Z+} [2.12] satisfying the relations below written in terms of the following generating functions in a formal variable z:
To define a Hopf algebra structure on U(M)q, one also needs to introduce "square roots" k14/2, ki-1/2, i = 0, 1, ., 1, with obvious replacements of relations (2.2 and 2.3) [see Jimbo (3)]. We will always adjoin _y12, Y1/2 to U(4)q. Drinfeld defines a quantum affine algebra by introducing "logarithmic" generators ai such that ki = em , i = O 1, . ., 1; hence y = etc12. In this form the quantum affine algebra U()q for t 0 (q -* 1) degenerates into the universal enveloping algebra of the affine Lie algebra.
The subalgebra U(g)q of U()q generated by xi, xi, ki, k71, for i = 1, ..., is the quantum analogue of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g corresponding to F. For t ->0 (q -> 1) U(9)q degenerates into U(g).
Remark: There is a minor discrepancy between the Drinfeld and Jimbo form for relation 2.4. Namely, Drinfeld uses t instead of-1 = 2sinh t/2 in the denominator, which implies corresponding changes in other relations (see, e.g., the denominator of relation 2.22 below). However, the vertex representation will yield Jimbo's form, which we will use in this paper.
Drinfeld discovered in ref. [2.23] [xj+(z), x-(w)] = 0 for Aj We recall that the basic representations of the simply laced affine Lie algebras can be defined as the dominant highest weight representations which admit the smallest positive value of the central element c, usually normalized to be 1. An abstract construction of dominant highest weight representations of the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebras has been obtained in ref. 9 . In this section we generalize the untwisted vertex construction of basic representations of the affine Lie algebras (11, 12) to the case of quantum affine algebras. We will assume that q is not a root of unit.
Let U(b)q be the subalgebra of U(l)q generated by (pim, 4/in, v, Y ,i = 1,.. .,, m E -Z+, n E 8+. We call U(bj)q the quantum Heisenberg algebra. We denote by U(b+)q (resp U(fV)q) the commutative subalgebra of U(t))q generated by F/ib, vy' , n E Z, (resp Pim, m E -Z+), i = 1, .. ., 1. Since for every n E 4, ain is a polynomial in qin,, n' E 4+ and vice versa, we have the identification U(b-)q = S(bF-). [ 
3.1]
Let Cls be a one-dimensional representation of U(l))q such that y acts as multiplication by q (i.e., c is 1), y-1 acts as q-1, and the other generators act trivially. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for U())q and relation 3.1, one has U(f)q 0 cis C S(O-). [ 
3.2] U(6+)q
We denote by ai(k), 'ti(m), Pi(n) the operators in S(b-) representing the generators aik, (Pim, dvin, respectively. One can easily obtain their explicit forms; namely, ai(k) acts by multiplication by aik for k < 0 and, by a derivation for k > 0 satisfying the Heisenberg relations, [ai(m), aj(n)] = am,-n mt2 (qmAii -qmAi)(qm -q-m), [33] bi(z)= > =i(m)z-= fez+ p(-t + mIEZ+ ai(m)z )} [3.4] 'Pi(z)= E i(n)z-"= [3.6] with the commutator
We fix ai E Qji = 1, . . ., l, such that Uj = aj. One could fix a section Q --Q and define the corresponding 2-cocycle e: Q x Q -* (± 1), but this is not necessary for our exposition. Let C1Q be a natural one-dimensional representation of the group (± 1). We denote by C{Q} the induced Q-module
where C[G] denotes the group algebra of a group G. For fixed r, we will also view C{Q} as the representation of U(l)q trivial on the subalgebras U(l))q and U(b-)q and such that ai(O)a = (aia+ cor)a, for a E Q. i = 1, ... .,l. [3.9] We will denote this representation by C{Q}r. We will also view S(1-) as a trivial representation of Q(. For the highest weight wr (and c = 1) we define the space of the basic representation of the quantum affine algebra U(A)q as in the Lie algebra case: Yr = S(O) 0 CfQlrI [3.10] By the above definition V, is a representation of U())q and Q. We will extend it to the representation of the quantum affine algebra U(O)q by means of new vertex operators. The explicit form of these vertex operators up to a factor z±ai(O)+l can be determined from the commutation relation 2.30. For i= 1, ., 1, one has~~~~~~:
x exp1+ tnE1,, ai(n)zjnai-lz i(°)+l [3.11] and the operators (i (m), Pi(n) are determined from the relations Xi(z) = I X+(n)z-". While the vertex operators X+(z) map Vr into the formal power series Vr{Z}, its components XF(n) are well-defined operators on Vr.
Remark: In the limit when q -* 1 (t -* 0) the vertex operators 3.11 coincide with the vertex operators providing the untwisted representation of affine Lie algebras (11, 12) . We will show that the operators X-(n) provide a representation of the genrators x+ of the quantum affine algebra U(k)q. Definition 3.11 implies relation 2.30 and therefore relations 2.20 and 2.21 with y = q. In order to show the rest of the relations, we apply the standard technique of operator calculus in the formal variable approach or in the equivalent contour integral approach (both are explained in detail in ref. 16 ). As in the Lie algebra case, it is useful to define the normal ordering of an operator expressed in terms of ai(n), aj. (2) provides the solution. One of the advantages of a quantum analogue of a would be the elimination of the cubic (or higher order) relations such as 2.25 unavoidable in Drinfeld's realization. Using the vertex representation we are able to construct a quantum analogue of a Chevalley basis of QI(n) and find the relations which are valid in the basic representations.
We choose a basis {a,, . . ., al} of the root system of type Al, so that for i, j = 1, . . ., 1, i X j,
We also define a skew symmetric bilinear form {-, *}: Q x Q -* Z as follows:
O. i-j1 For a and a as above we also define X-(a, z) = X+(a, z)lt.-t X+(a-1 z) = X-(a-1, z)lt-t (I(-a, z) = ¢F(a, z)l.t,-t P(-a, z) = 'P(a, z)lt--t. [4.7] [ Thus the above representation of U(A)q in Vr is in fact a qdeformation of the corresponding basic representation of the affine Lie algebra 4. We note that when q is a root of unit, expression 3.11 for the vertex operators does not make sense. We can modify ai(n), i = 1, .. ., 1, n # 0, by introducing the operators &j = qfl --ai(n). [3.20] Then the vertex operators are well-defined in terms of the modified Heisenberg algebra even when q is a root of unit. However, the representation Vr is no longer irreducible. Section 4. Quantum Analogue of a Chevalley Basis for eM(n) The quantum affine algebra U(M)q is defined above as a quantum analogue of the universal enveloping algebra U(0) X+(-a, z) = -X+(a, z).
[4.11]
Thus we have defined 4( a, z), TP(a, z) for every a E A and X-(a, z) for every a E Q such that a E A. We also define their homogenous components F((a, n), T(a, n) and X-(a, n), n E Z, by formulas similar to 3.4, 3.5, and 3.12.
Remark: One notices that we have a doubled set of vertex operators corresponding to the roots in A. However, in the limit q -* 1 (t -O 0) both vertex operators X+(a, z) converge to the same limit, which is the vertex operator in the affine Lie algebra representation.
Let us introduce the notation [4.12] Then we obtain the following. Proc. NatL Acad Sci. USA 85 (1988) .Pin .-4 (Di(n), 41in .-+ 'Pi(n). in the basic representation of the quantum affine algebra U(0t(1 + l))q satisfy the following relations, written in terms oftheir generatingfunctions, for a, b E Q. -= a, b = 13 E A:
